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Part I - The UN 

Fundamental Principles of 

Official Statistics



Why fundamental principles for 

official statistics?

• Official statistics are an essential public good that 
requires protection to maintain long-term public 
trust

• Risks to trust in official statistics include:
– Interference from political levels of government or 

other external sources

– Failure to adequately explain statistics and what lies 
behind them to users

– Breaches of confidentiality

– Unintentional misinterpretation of statistics

– Intentional manipulation of statistics

– Failure to provide statistics relevant to users’ needs



The UN Fundamental Principles of 

Official Statistics

• The Fundamental Principles of Official 
Statistics were adopted by the Conference 
of European Statisticians (CES) in 1991 to 
ensure public trust and cooperation in 
official statistics

• The UN General Assembly acknowledged 
in 2014 that official statistics are crucial for 
decision making and adopted the 1991 
CES principles as a global set



Fundamental Principles (cont’d)

1. Relevance, impartiality and equal access
Official statistics provide an indispensable element in the information system of a democratic society, 
serving the government, the economy and the public with data about the economic, demographic, social 
and environmental situation. To this end, official statistics that meet the test of practical utility are to be 
compiled and made available on an impartial basis by official statistical agencies to honour citizens' 
entitlement to public information.

2. Professional standards and ethics
To retain trust in official statistics, statistical agencies need to decide according to strictly professional 
considerations, including scientific principles and professional ethics, on the methods and procedures for 
the collection, processing, storage and presentation of statistical data.

3. Accountability and transparency
To facilitate a correct interpretation of the data, statistical agencies are to present information according 
to scientific standards on the sources, methods and procedures of the statistics.

4. Prevention of misuse
Statistical agencies are entitled to comment on erroneous interpretation and misuse of statistics.

5. Sources of official statistics
Data for statistical purposes may be drawn from all types of sources, be they statistical surveys or 
administrative records. Statistical agencies are to choose the source with regard to quality, timeliness, 
costs and the burden on respondents.

Source: UNECE Fundamental Principles of Official Statistics (English: https://goo.gl/tWa7lz; Russian: (https://goo.gl/fJvBI1) 

https://goo.gl/tWa7lz
https://goo.gl/fJvBI1


Fundamental Principles (cont’d)

6. Confidentiality
Individual data collected by statistical agencies for statistical compilation, whether they refer to natural 
or legal persons, are to be strictly confidential and used exclusively for statistical purposes.

7. Legislation
The laws, regulations and measures under which the statistical systems operate are to be made public.

8. National coordination
Coordination among statistical agencies within countries is essential to achieve consistency and 
efficiency in the statistical system.

9. Use of international standards
The use by statistical agencies in each country of international concepts, classifications and methods 
promotes the consistency and efficiency of statistical systems at all official levels.

10. International cooperation
Bilateral and multilateral cooperation in statistics contributes to the improvement of systems of official 
statistics in all countries

Source: UNECE Fundamental Principles of Official Statistics (English: https://goo.gl/tWa7lz; Russian: (https://goo.gl/fJvBI1) 

https://goo.gl/tWa7lz
https://goo.gl/fJvBI1


Generic Law on Official Statistics

• In 2016, the UNECE published a “Generic Law” on 
official statistics for use by the countries of Eastern 
Europe, the Caucasus and Central Asia
– It provides a “recommendation and good practice 

guidance” on developing a solid legal basis for the 
functioning of a national statistical system and the 
production of high quality official statistics. 

• The Generic Law should be adjusted to national 
circumstances
– But its provisions should not be profoundly altered as 

they reflect the Fundamental Principles of Official 
Statistics and the European statistics Code of 
Practice

Source: UNECE Generic Law on Official Statistics (http://www.unece.org/index.php?id=45114)

http://www.unece.org/index.php?id=45114


Generic Law – “Main” Principles of 

Official Statistics
All producers of official statistics shall develop, produce and disseminate official statistics according to the 
following main principles: 

1. Professional independence
Producers of official statistics shall decide, independently and free from any pressures or interference from political or other 
external sources, on the development, production and dissemination of statistics and they may comment publicly on 
statistical issues and any misuse of official statistics.

2. Impartiality and objectivity
Official statistics must be developed, produced and disseminated in a neutral, reliable and unbiased manner free from any 
political statements or considerations.

3. Accuracy and reliability
Official statistics must reflect as faithfully, accurately and consistently as possible reality and be based on scientific criteria.

4. Coherence and comparability
Official statistics are consistent internationally and comparable over time and across regions and countries.

5. Clarity and transparency
Official statistics must be presented in a clear and understandable way and methods must be transparent.

6. Statistical confidentiality and exclusive use for statistical purposes
Individual personal or legal entity data collected or obtained by producers of official statistics are to be kept strictly 
confidential.

7. Relevance
Official statistics must meet users’ needs and honour citizens’ right to public information.

Source: UNECE Generic Law on Official Statistics (http://www.unece.org/index.php?id=45114)

http://www.unece.org/index.php?id=45114


CES Declaration on official 

statistics and the SDGs

• According to the UN Conference of European Statisticians, 
official statistical agencies are committed to:
– Contribute to the SDGs through a limited, systematic and high-

quality set of statistics

– Use best available methods to produce timely, high-quality 
statistics 

– Make use of multiple data sources, including administrative 
sources and geospatial information

– Develop broader measures of progress

– Engage with stakeholders to ensure statistical quality

– Provide leadership on the dissemination and interpretation of 
statistics

– Produce more statistics disaggregated by demographic groups

– Aide in developing statistical capacity in all countries

Source: Conference of European Statisticians Declaration on the Role of National Statistical Offices in 

Measuring and Monitoring the Sustainable Development Goals (https://goo.gl/8kjg4E)

https://goo.gl/8kjg4E


Promoting the fundamental 

principles to the public

• Statistical offices in Canada, Spain and 
the United Kingdom use YouTube videos 
to explain the fundamental principles and 
their importance to the public 

– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WadsCyfhI
M4 (Canada)

– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9OF31dw
8OF8 (Spain)

– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6K-
tSYP24QE (United Kingdom)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WadsCyfhIM4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9OF31dw8OF8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6K-tSYP24QE
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Part II - Applying the 

principles in the context of 

sustainable energy 

statistics



The fundamental principles and 

sustainable energy statistics

• Where do the main risks lie with respect to sustainable energy 
statistics in the region?
– Outside interference – the risk that the statistics will be subject 

to undue interference from political or other outside bodies

– Accountability and transparency – the risk that lack of 
metadata will limit understanding of the statistics

– Relevance – the risk that the statistics are not relevant to users

– Accuracy – the risk associated with the ability of the statistics to 
reflect reality

– Coherence and consistency – the risk associated with the 
comparability of statistics across time and across countries

– National coordination – the risk of poor coordination among 
agencies within countries

– Use of international standards – the risk that statistical 
agencies will not employ international standards



Risks from outside interference

• As a set of politically determined goals, progress on the SDGs 
will be closely scrutinized in all countries
– SDG statistics may, therefore, be subject to greater than normal 

risk from political and other interference

• Sustainable energy is, arguably, less sensitive than other 
SDGs, so risk of interference may be lower 
– Some sustainable energy indicators touch on social equity 

issues where scrutiny may be greater however

• Energy statistics are often collected outside of statistical 
agencies in agencies where the possibility of political scrutiny 
may be greater (e.g., energy ministries)



Assessment of risks from outside 

interference in the region

• Based on our review, the risk of outside 

interference seems moderate in the 

beneficiary countries

• Risk factors:

– Many sustainable energy statistics are 

published by agencies other than statistical 

offices

– Many are only available upon request



Risks from accountability and 

transparency

• As with all statistics, good quality 

metadata that are publicly accessible and 

kept up-to-date are required to ensure the 

proper use and interpretation of 

sustainable energy statistics



Assessment of risks from accountability 

and transparency in the region

• Based on our review, the risk from accountability 
and transparency seems high in the beneficiary 
countries

• Risk factors:

– Metadata are either lacking entirely or of poor quality 
and not easily accessed in many instances

– Many statistics are available only upon request from 
agencies that do not necessarily have traditions of 
adhering to the principles of official statistics

• More difficult to assure accountability and transparency in 
those instances



Risk from lack of relevance

• Not all SDG 7 indicators are relevant in all countries
– Access to electricity, for example, is already guaranteed in most 

countries of Eastern Europe, Central Asia and the Caucasus

• What is relevant to citizens (energy prices, energy availability) 
may not be what is relevant to governments and businesses
(energy efficiency, economic development opportunities)
– The SDG 7 indicators should be complemented with additional 

indicators to ensure broad relevance

• Some indicators may fall short of capturing all relevant 
aspects of energy
– Indicators on access to electricity may not reflect the quality of 

that access in terms of its reliability
• Electricity supplies may be intermittent, subject to frequent unexpected 

outages and varying in voltage



Assessment of risks from lack of 

relevance in the region

• Based on our review, the relevance of 
sustainable energy statistics in the 
beneficiary countries is acceptable

• Risk factors:
– Though the statistics that are collected are mainly 

relevant, many potentially relevant statistics are 
not collected

– In particular, disaggregation of indicators by 
urban/rural region is generally not carried out

• National data can mask important differences by 
region, especial in access to energy services



Risks from poor accuracy

• Sustainable energy statistics are a relatively new 
area
– Not all statistics are based on sound methods and 

basic data today
• Producers of solar and wind power can include households, 

farmers and other non-energy industries that are not easy to 
capture with traditional energy surveys

• Measuring household energy use is especially problematic, 
particular for use of traditional biomass fuels

• Until the field has matured, it will be especially 
important to be open about data weaknesses 
– It may be better not to publish data of poor quality 

rather than risk the reputation of the statistical agency



Assessment of risks from poor 

accuracy in the region

• Based on our review, the accuracy of 

sustainable energy statistics in the 

beneficiary countries is good overall

– there are relatively few instances of reported 

concerns about accuracy 



Risks from poor coherence and 

consistency

• Countries will have different capacities and take 
different approaches to sustainable energy 
statistics
– Comparability of statistics from country-to-country will 

be limited in some areas as a result

• Coherence among datasets within countries is 
also a concern
– Energy balances are not conceptually coherent with 

national accounts, making calculation of energy 
intensity measures by sector more difficult

• Energy accounts based on the UN System of Environment-
Economic Accounts are a better choice for energy statistics 
for this purpose, but they are not available everywhere



Assessment of risks from poor 

coherence and consistency in the region

• Based on our review, the coherence and 
consistency of sustainable energy statistics in 
the beneficiary countries is acceptable overall

• Risk factors:
– Though the consistency of the majority of 

indicators is high, there are instances of 
inconsistencies in data in most countries

• Energy balances not consistent over time, for example

– Consistency across countries is also a concern
• Energy balances structured differently in different 

countries



Risks from poor national 

coordination

• As with all statistics, good coordination 
among the agencies involved in their 
collection, analysis and dissemination is 
required to ensure quality

– With respect to sustainable energy statistics, 
these agencies include:

• National statistical office

• Ministry of energy

• Specialized energy agencies

• Major energy producers and users



Assessment of risks from poor 

national coordination in the region

• Based on our review, national coordination 

in the area of sustainable energy statistics 

in the beneficiary countries is in need of 

major improvement

• Risk factors: 

– Nearly every country mentioned that national 

coordination is a challenge



Risks from not following 

international standards

• As with all statistics, adherence to 

international standards is required to 

ensure quality and comparability of 

statistics

– With respect to sustainable energy statistics, 

these standards include:

• Energy balance structure

• Classifications of energy products and users

• Units of measure



Assessment of risks from not following 

international standards in the region

• Based on our review, the use of international 
standards in the area of sustainable energy 
statistics in the beneficiary countries is 
acceptable overall

• Risk factors:
– Energy balances and classifications in most 

countries follow the international standards, 
though improvements could be made

– Most countries use standard units of measure, 
though non-standard units like tonnes of coal 
equivalents still used



Risk mitigation strategies

• Consultation

– User consultation is essential to ensure that 

sustainable energy statistics meet needs

– The SDG 7 indicators are the starting place 

but not likely the ending place for sustainable 

energy statistics in most countries



Risk mitigation strategies

• Openness and transparency

– Publish a clear strategy for addressing 

sustainable energy statistics needs and 

ensure it is implemented to the fullest extent 

possible

– Ensure sustainable energy statistics are made 

available on a timely basis to all users and are 

well documented



Risk mitigation strategies

• Cooperation

– Cooperation within and between countries is 

essential to solving problems related to 

accuracy, coherence and consistency

– Agencies must work together to meet users’ 

needs in the most efficient way possible



Risk mitigation strategies

• Emphasize the importance of statistical 

agency leadership

– Statistical agencies are well equipped and 

accustomed to dealing with the risks 

surrounding official statistics

– Their close involvement should be sought in 

all cases, even when another agency takes 

the lead in reporting sustainable energy 

statistics
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